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Description
An audit path is utilized by each outside auditors and inner auditors to hint transactions thru an accounting system, as well 
as via way of means of the accounting group of workers to music down mistakes and the reasons of variances in the economic 
statements. In particular, an outside auditor might want audit trails to confirm that the said sales and costs of a customer are 
correct. For example, an auditor verifying a said sales quantity might music again thru the audit path to confirm that there are 
client orders and delivery documentation related to every sale transaction. When a person is making use of for a loan, the lender 
will follow an audit path to decide in which the individual received the coins for his or her down payment; this can encompass an 
exam of the individual’s financial institution declaration to see while coins changed into deposited and in which it got here from. 
External audits are normally done via way of means of CPA firms, hired via way of means of a commercial enterprise to assist the 
commercial enterprise paint a clearer and greater credible photograph of its finances. The very last audit file consists of the outdoor 
auditor’s opinion of the commercial enterprise’s economic standing. Different varieties of inner audits encompass compliance, 
operational, economic and data era audits. Employees in unique departments may be cross-skilled to objectively audit unique 
departments to make sure processes, protocols, and managerial duties are being finished properly. An audit path is vital due to 
the fact it’s used to confirm and validate economic, software program, and commercial enterprise transactions via way of means 
of monitoring selected person sports or accounting economic declaration quantities again to the transaction, occasion source, and 
information get admission to use to create or regulate a record. An audit path facilitates companies come across unauthorized use, 
mistakes, and fraud. The audit may be performed internally via way of means of the organization itself to make certain that the 
books had been maintained correctly. They can deliver in an outside auditor to go thru the statistics to locate something amiss. The 
auditor typically additionally gives a file with their personal evaluation and recommendations approximately the organization’s 
status. There is likewise a central authority audit in which governments can investigate an organization’s statistics to test for 
mismanagement of price range or tax evasions. This is why an audit path is helpful. It is beneficial to hint all occasions proper 
from transactions entered into the books of money owed to all the modifications which includes alteration, deletion, etc. which 
can take place. Audit trails ought to have some key information to offer complete data approximately a transaction. To get those 
information at a company level, however, a certain audit path framework ought to be set up. Every get admission to make to the 
money owed and statistics of the organization ought to be tracked. Every edit made to any data ought to be recorded with the call 
of the person that did it and the time it changed into performed. If any data changed into deleted, that still ought to be recorded.
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